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With quiet operation and full night
mode control, SychemCHANGE

minimises the impact on the animal’s
sleep cycle as well as keeping stress levels

at a minimum. Height adjusting legs allow the
SychemCHANGE unit to be moved to a

comfortable operating height for all users.
Night mode is a user-set feature that automatically sets

the LED lighting to red and changes the touchscreen
interface to a red graphical overlay at a specified time. This

allows the machine to be operated during the animal’s sleep cycle,
without disrupting the animals. SychemCHANGE has been designed

with an intuitive user interface, allowing for easy configuration and
control over all parameters, while keeping relevant information a glance away.

What is an animal transfer station

Keeping animals happy, healthy and stress-free means moving them to a fresh, clean
cage regularly. In order to keep both the animals and the humans safe, the animals are

moved to the clean cage under a filtered laminar airflow, keeping all animal dander and
allergens away from the technician and keeping any foreign bacteria and dander away from the

animals. SychemChange does this by creating a downflow of H14 HEPA filtered air down on the work
surface, this air is then sucked down through the work surface, filtered again and then exhausted out the

bottom. This methodof usingdual filters reduces thebuild-upof heat and odours, as well as elongating the filters life.
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Optional Accessories

CHANGEStation has several features as added extras,
these include:
• Side-mounted shelves (of various designs)
• Food hopper
• Automatic foaming hand sanitiser holder
• Repositionable locking arm with the

following attachments:
- Magnifying glass
- Phone holder
- Clamp

• Rear cover for single-sided operation.

Height Adjustment

Height adjusting legs allow the SychemCHANGE unit to be
moved to a comfortable operating height for all users.

Intuitive UI

SychemCHANGE has been designed with an intuitive user
interface, allowing for easy configuration and control over all
parameters, while keeping relevant information a glance away.

Night Mode

Night mode is a user-set feature that automatically sets the LED
lighting to red and changes the touchscreen interface to a red
graphical overlay at a specified time. This allows the machine
to be operated during the animal’s sleep cycle, without
disrupting the animals.

Easy Access

With its simple design and modular internals, SychemCHANGE
can be quickly and efficiently maintained, and should any
components fail; these can be quickly replaced, minimising
machine downtime.

Well-Being

With quiet operation and full night mode control,
SychemCHANGE minimises the impact on the animal’s sleep
cycle as well as keeping stress levels at a minimum.
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